Solar Dryer Application for Olive Oil Mill Wastes
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Abstract: Global waste production has raised recently due to numerous agricultural and industrial activities. Among other actions devoted to waste reduction, revaluation seems to be the most advantageous one from an environmental and economic point of view. In the olive oil sector, by-product management (namely olive pomace, olive mill wastewater, and sludge residue) poses serious problems for companies, with the energy use of these wastes being a feasible option to solve these problems. Due to their high moisture content, drying constitutes the main stage for a possible bio-fuel conversion. This research work deals with the analysis of drying for the three main wastes from olive oil by using a prototype dryer. This equipment has different working regimes depending on the kind of convection (natural or forced for passive and active mode, respectively), the incidence of solar radiation on the product (indirect or mixed type) and the use of an additional system for energy supply (hybrid type). From the results, it could be said that all the wastes were suitable for solar drying. However, drying conditions were different for each case. Olive pomace and olive mill wastewater showed promising results for solar drying application in mixed active mode. Concerning sludge residue, its special physical structure could employ the use of turners for drying, in order to improve heat transfer to the product. Moreover, hybrid active mode enabled a considerable reduction in drying time, being an aspect to take into account for its use during low solar radiation or at night time.
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1. Introduction

In a global context where waste production increases constantly, its revaluation is becoming more and more important, from an environmental and economic point of view, implementing new measures and procedures that ensure the correct use of by-product recycling is necessary. In order to attain this goal, the use of wastes as fuels or other ways for energy generation is an essential part of sustainable strategies.

The olive oil industry is very important in the worldwide economy. Mediterranean countries produce over 98% of olive oil in the world (around 2.5 million tons per year), increasing 40% in the last decade [1].

Spain is the largest olive oil producer and exporter in the world (48%) [2], way ahead of Italy, which ranks second (21%). Some regions, such as Andalusia, Castilla-La Mancha and Extremadura, located in the south of Spain, represent 93% of national production, with over 2 million hectares of olive grove.

For olive processing, two techniques are currently used: the traditional system or three-phase extraction system, with which by-products such olive pomace (OP) and olive mill wastewater (OMW) are obtained; and the two-phase extraction system, whose main waste is sludge residue.
The difference in material balance for these procedures might be summarized in water addition reduction in two-phase extraction system, with the resulting increase in solid waste generation (SLG) and the considerable reduction in liquid waste (OMW). Material balances of the oil mill by-products resulting are shown in Table 1 [3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Olive processing</th>
<th>Input products</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A three-phase process</td>
<td>Olive paste</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Process water</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A two-phase process</td>
<td>Olive paste</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Process water</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The input-output mass balance (kg) of the olive oil process.

Olive pomace is a solid waste composed of pulp, stone, waste oil and water in varying proportions depending on the technology. Usually, olive pomace is processed again by extractors in order to obtain waste oil, generating a new waste with less moisture and higher heating value that is suitable for biofuel use [4]. Olive mill wastewater is a liquid waste that comes from water, contained in olives itself and washing process. It is blackish and usually contains small quantities of oil and pulp. It constitutes a very pollutant waste, due to its high BOD (biochemical oxygen demand) and COD (chemical oxygen demand) levels [5]. Sludge residue is a semi-solid compound made of olive mill wastewater and olive pomace, produced in high quantities and causing environmental impact. It has high moisture percentage, which makes suitable transport and storage systems necessary.

Even though two-phase technology aimed to reduce environmental problems concerning traditional systems, its massive implementation has caused a considerable increase in sludge residue production.

In this regard, the management of the above-mentioned wastes implies a serious problem for olive oil industries, because of their high environmental pollution and the expensiveness of their treatment [6]. Waste revaluation, along with its positive effect on the environment, would enable significant operating and economic improvements for olive oil companies.

Among the different treatments and removal techniques of these wastes (anerobic digestion, composting, centrifugation, flocculation, etc.), their use as a soil improver, with or without composting, is included among the most used options in practice, because of their beneficial effects, simplicity, and low costs [7,8]. Thermal procedures also represent one of the most used options in practice, with drying as the first treatment in order to revaluate wastes as biofuels.

Drying kinetics of wastes in olive oil industry has been studied by several researchers, by using fluidized beds [9], convective dryers [10], microwave-convective dryers [11] and solar dryers of different kinds (passive, active and hybrid) [12–14].

Solar drying is considered a technique with high potential for by-product reuse. Although solar drying has been used for food products drying, its use for wet by-products has several advantages. Passive mode is the simplest kind of operation, with the lowest initial investment. However, active mode enables more independence from environmental conditions, allowing a more effective drying process. Finally, hybrid mode makes higher variable control possible, as well as it works with low isolation [15].

In the south of Spain, the use of renewable energy sources, such as solar energy, plays an important role in the drying of these kind of wastes, due to the concurrence of two important factors: the abundance of olive oil industries (availability of by-products) in areas with the highest solar radiation in Europe.

Currently, one of the most important options for energy use of biomass wastes consists of pelletizing and its subsequent application in industrial boilers. There are some research works that analyze densification of wastes from the olive oil industry, with satisfactory results, although their...
high moisture could imply high costs and therefore a problem to be solved [16,17]. Drying kinetics studies might contribute to reducing this cost and improving the efficiency of pelletizing.

For all those reasons, the use of solar drying for by-products from the olive oil industry might imply a viable option in order to revalue wastes for their use as bio-fuels.

In the present research work, different kinds of solar drying are analyzed for the three above-mentioned wastes, with the aim of assessing their possible technical implementation.

2. Materials and Methods

The analyzed wastes came from two oil mills located in Extremadura region, in the south-west of Spain. OP and OMW samples were obtained from a three-phase extraction system, whereas SLG samples were obtained from a two-phase extraction system. Table 2 shows the physical-energy characterization for the wastes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>OP (Olive Pomace)</th>
<th>OMW (Olive Mill Wastewater)</th>
<th>SLG (Sludge Residue)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M (% wb)</td>
<td>50–58</td>
<td>88–92</td>
<td>68–72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD (kg/m³ wb)</td>
<td>703</td>
<td>1022</td>
<td>1065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM (% db)</td>
<td>83.50</td>
<td>78.27</td>
<td>80.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC (% db)</td>
<td>12.17</td>
<td>11.41</td>
<td>15.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash (% db)</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>10.32</td>
<td>4.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHV (MJ/kg db)</td>
<td>21.18</td>
<td>25.14</td>
<td>28.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHV (MJ/kg db)</td>
<td>17.26</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>22.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whereas moisture is the main parameter that was analyzed in this paper, it was interesting to include some of the most significant physical-energy properties of the wastes, especially when one of the objectives is the energy use of by-products.

The dryer, described in full detail by Montero et al. [18] and installed in University of Extremadura (Badajoz, Spain), has a flat-plate solar collector, a drying chamber for two trays with product, an energy supply system and a chimney for exhaust air, as well as different auxiliary elements for operating, control, and measuring. The dryer works as follows: the collector picks up solar radiation, heating the air and reducing its relative humidity. Afterwards, the air enters the drying chamber, where it is put in contact with the products and reduces their moisture. Finally, the air goes out through the chimney with less temperature and higher relative humidity.

Figure 1 shows the equipment: 1—temperature and relative humidity thermocouple; 2—speed sensor; 3—product temperature thermocouple; 4—resistors; 5—balance; 6—fan; 7—folding hood; 8—movement wheels; 9—drying tray; 10—lock system; 11—insulation; 12—absorbing surface; 13—polycarbonate; 14—folding glass doors; 15—control panel; 16—chimney; 17—support for radiation simulator; 18—weather station; 19—transmission and control system; 20—personal computer. The equipment has six working regimes (Table 3), depending on the kind of convection (natural or forced for passive or active mode, respectively), the absence or incidence of solar radiation on the product (indirect or mixed types, respectively) and the use of additional systems to supply energy (hybrid type).

In passive mode, the air moves naturally as a consequence of density variation, due, in turn, to temperature changes. However, in active mode, forced convection is provoked by the use of a fan located in the upper part of the drying chamber.

On the other hand, indirect, mixed and hybrid types are based on different combinations of the following options: air heating in the collector, direct solar radiation on the product and the use of resistors in order to improve air heating.

In active mode, the speed of the fan was fixed to generate two different air mass flows, q₁ and q₂, with 0.22 and 0.24 kg/s, respectively. In previous studies, devoted to startup dryer
optimization [12], the first value was considered to be optimum for active mode operation in this equipment, reaching the highest air temperature within the drying chamber.

Figure 1. Solar dryer.

Table 3. Operating modes of the solar dryer. √, on; -, off.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Pre-Heating</th>
<th>Solar Radiation</th>
<th>Resistors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The assays with hybrid type were carried out with the two 1-kW resistors working continuously.

Different assays were done for each working type of the equipment. In spite of climatological factors, the assays were carried out under similar ambient conditions, as much as possible (from May to September), monitoring the process by using a meteorological station (WatchDog Data Logger 450, Spectrum Technologies, Inc., Aurora, Illinois, USA). The assays were done in triplicate for each waste and operating type.

For all cases, 2 kilograms of each product was uniformly placed (forming 20–40 mm layers) on stainless steel trays (perforated for OP and non-perforated for OMW and SLG), monitoring certain variables such as weight loss, dry air temperature, relative humidity in air, product temperature, global radiation on the horizontal surface of the collector, and wind speed, among others.

The assays lasted until moisture in products was 20 ± 0.50 (wb), for all cases.

Moisture determination was carried out through the following equations:

\[
M \text{ (wb)} = \frac{m_w}{m_x + m_w} \cdot 100 \text{ (wb)}
\]
\[ M \text{ (db)} = \frac{m_w}{m_s} \cdot 100 \text{ (\% db)} \]  

(2)

Given the different moisture levels in the three wastes, and with the aim of comparing drying kinetics regardless of initial moisture, in the present work moisture ratio (MR), defined as the quotient between moisture content at any time \( (M_t) \) and initial moisture \( (M_0) \), was used, according to Equation (3).

\[ MR = \frac{M_t}{M_0} \]  

(3)

Finally, efficiency levels depending on the operating mode (passive, mixed active, and hybrid active) of the dryer, were measured by Equations (4)–(6), respectively [19,20].

\[ \eta = \frac{(W_0 - W_f) \cdot L}{I_t \cdot A_c} \]  

(4)

\[ \eta = \frac{(W_0 - W_f) \cdot L}{I_t \cdot A_c + E_f} \]  

(5)

\[ \eta = \frac{(W_0 - W_f) \cdot L}{(I_t \cdot A_c + E_f) + E_a} \]  

(6)

Data corresponding to drying kinetics of OP were analyzed by Montero et al. [18], being the basis for the present research work.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Initial Tests

Drying is a fundamental stage for waste revaluation as a biofuel. High moisture content implies that some heat from combustion is used to evaporate water in biofuels, reducing the useful energy. Lower moisture allows a higher flame temperature (with better temperature gradients and heat transfer), as well as shorter residence time in the combustion chamber [21].

Therefore, combustion yield in biomass boilers increases when moisture decreases. The drying process contributes to reducing transport costs [22].

Energy requirements for waste and by-product drying depends on their nature, and it can be assessed by measuring initial and final moisture. In addition, each product has a certain drying rate and maximum temperature ranges (if it is used in food) [15].

Drying kinetics of by-products is dependent on several parameters, both external (ambient temperature and humidity, solar radiation, etc.) and internal (temperature and humidity inside the drying chamber, flow mass, and speed of air, among others).

An increase in dry air temperature, with the subsequent decrease in relative humidity, causes a considerable reduction in drying time [23]. In turn, concerning solar dryers, an increase in solar radiation causes higher temperatures in drying chambers and, therefore, shorter operating times. Finally, the increase in air speed through the product reduces drying ratio, with a limit value for this speed from which drying times do not decrease significantly [24].

The first assays were carried out in active mode (forced convection, \( q_1 \)), with the aim of comparing the suitability of hybrid and indirect types. The obtained results are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

In this way, a significant improvement in drying times can be observed when mixed type was used for the three by-products (43%, 64% and 25% for OP, OMW and SLG, respectively). Therefore, this option is preferable for those wastes set aside for energy use, whose quality parameters are not important (for instance, products for food) [25–27].
Even though OMW and SLG wastes showed similar results for indirect active mode, there were some differences for mixed type. After 5 h of the assay and a moisture ratio value of 0.6 (db), a reduction in drying time for OMW waste can be observed, despite its initial high moisture. This circumstance could be due to heterogeneity and the particular physical structure of SLG (that is a mixture of several products) that promotes sugar caramelization and the subsequent ball formation that occludes water, avoiding total water evaporation [28].

Once the advantages of mixed type versus indirect types were observed, a comparison between passive and active operating modes was carried out. Thus, Figure 4 shows moisture ratio evolution over time for mixed passive mode.
Shorter drying times were obtained for OP, although these values were higher than the obtained ones for mixed active mode (Figure 3). SLG showed shorter drying times than OMW (even though it experienced reabsorption at the 22nd hour of the assay), being the opposite for mixed active mode. This could be due to the lack of control over operating conditions in the chamber for natural convection, which made the drying process worse for OMW (on account of its particular physical structure) and better for SLG.

In this way, through active mode, a considerable reduction in drying time (compared to passive mode) was obtained, improving values for OMW wastes as this situation increased moisture removal. In all cases, drying time was shortened, in mixed active mode, between 25% and 62%.

### 3.2. Influence of Air Mass Flow

Figures 5–7 show the influence of air mass flow on drying, comparing moisture ratio for the different operating modes of the dryer: mixed passive, mixed active ($q_1$ and $q_2$), and hybrid active ($q_1$ and $q_2$).

In all cases, longer drying times were obtained in passive mode. Depending on the operating mode, the drying times were around 2–8 h for OP, 11–42 h for OMW, and 10–28 h for SLG.

In mixed and hybrid active modes, air mass flow was above the optimum value ($q_1$), not implying a substantial improvement of drying times, because of air temperature reduction in the chamber, decreasing its drying effectiveness [24, 29]. In fact, drying times for OP and OMW with higher air mass flow were longer than the initially obtained ones. On the contrary, an increase in mass air flow contributed to faster drying in the case of SLG.

This circumstance was also observed in hybrid active mode, although air temperature in the collector rose due to the use of resistors. SLG drying was, again, shorter as air flow increased.

![Figure 5. Influence of air mass flow on olive pomace (OP) drying.](image)

![Figure 6. Influence of air mass flow on olive mill wastewater (OMW) drying.](image)
Therefore, and with the different drying behavior that was observed, a suitable and accurate adjustment of air mass flow for each waste is vital in order to select the optimum solar drying system [26]. This fact pointed out the importance of temperature and air mass flow control in solar drying systems, depending on the waste to be dried [18].

Another important parameter for drying kinetics is product temperature. If the moisture ratio is known for several temperature values, simulation models can estimate product temperature from drying kinetics or vice versa. Moreover, through this temperature value it is possible to obtain basic parameters in drying evolution of materials, such as convective rates.

Figures 8–10 show product temperature changes, measured during the assays of the different drying modes: mixed passive, mixed active, and hybrid active modes, the two latter with $q_1$ mass flow. For all the by-products and modes, average air temperature values at the entrance to the chamber were 46, 37 and 57 °C, respectively.

For OP waste, product temperature was similar to those found in mixed passive and mixed active modes, at around 35 °C for natural and forced convection, respectively (due to the use of holed trays in this case). However, in OMW and SLG’s case, the temperature found for passive mode was higher than for active mode, being about 35 and 30 °C for OMW and 43 and 35 °C for SLG, respectively. As expected, the highest product temperature values were obtained for hybrid active mode, with approximately 65 °C for OP, 50 °C for SLG, and 45 °C for OMW. In this way, in this kind of dryers, the use of an auxiliary energy source is important, in order to reduce the disadvantages related to direct solar drying (such as climatological changes, difficulty at controlling the process, long drying times, etc.) [30], obtaining, in many cases, over 50% reduction in drying times.

Figure 7. Influence of air mass flow on sludge residue (SLG) drying.

Figure 8. Temperature variation for OP.
On the other hand, although the former figures have shown moisture ratio and temperature evolution for the products in the lower tray of the dryer, the results obtained for the assays with two trays are also shown, with the aim of observing how the increase in relative humidity in the air (after going through the first tray) reduced its drying capacity when going through the second one.

Figures 11–13 show moisture ratio for the wastes depending on their location in the dryer (lower tray, \(lt\), and top tray, \(tt\)). For 20% final moisture (wb), fixed as the limit for a product on the lower tray, the corresponding final moisture for the same waste on the top tray was considerably higher, for all the wastes and operating modes, in a range between 15%–50%. In turn, drying times increased (two to three times longer) on the top tray. Similar results were obtained by several authors for grape, fig, pea, tomato and onion drying [31] or rice [32].

![Figure 9. Temperature variation for OMW.](image)

![Figure 10. Temperature variation for SLG.](image)

![Figure 11. MR (db) for different OP trays.](image)
Concerning product temperature, the recorded values on the lower tray were higher than the ones obtained on the top tray in all cases, within a range of 2%–10%.

3.3. Influence of External Parameters

The increase in drying air temperature and its relative humidity decrease cause considerable reductions in drying times [23]. Moreover, temperature and humidity depend on environment variables. In order to analyze moisture ratio reduction concerning temperature and relative humidity variations in drying air, two scenarios (a and b, with a being the most favorable one for drying) were studied within the drying chamber, using the average values for these variables that were shown in Table 4. Defining Sections 1 and 2 as the outside and inside of the drying chamber, respectively, Figures 14–16 show the MR evolution.

Thus, for the above-mentioned temperature increase and relative humidity decrease (comparing situation a and b), and 0.3 as MR (db) value, 20%, 40% and 35% drying time reductions were obtained for OP, OMW and SLG, respectively.

Table 4. Average values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Wastes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>M2a (% wb)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2a (°C)</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>M2b (% wb)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2b (°C)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 14. $T$, $M$ and $MR$ variation of OP for two situations.

Figure 15. $T$, $M$ and $MR$ variation of OMW for two situations.

Figure 16. $T$, $M$ and $MR$ variation of SLG for two situations.

Figure 17 compares product temperature for indirect and mixed active modes, with $q_1$ air mass flow (0.22 kg/s). In general, product temperatures were higher in mixed active mode for average radiation between 600 and 900 W/m$^2$, recording the highest values for OP (35–40 °C), followed by SLG (30–35 °C), and OMW (25–30 °C).
3.4. Drying Time and Efficiency of the Drying Chamber

Dryer efficiency assesses the overall thermal performance of the system, being a measurement for the ratio of used energy for drying.

Table 5 shows the values for mixed passive, mixed active, and hybrid active, considering solar radiation contribution, energy consumption for the fan at $q_1$ regime and resistors during the drying process.

Table 5. Drying efficiency (%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>OP</th>
<th>OMW</th>
<th>SLG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed passive</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed active</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid active</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Drying efficiency was between 13%–44%, analogous to those values obtained in similar dryers [30,33]. The highest values for this parameter were obtained for hybrid active mode, followed by mixed active and passive modes. In this way, a qualitative improvement in efficiency for active mode compared to passive mode was observed, higher in OP and OMW (>50% and >60%, respectively) than in SLG (20%). In turn, it can be observed that drying efficiency for OP, for each operating mode, was higher than the levels for OMW and SLG.

Lower efficiency values were measured for SLG, not observing significant changes in drying efficiency for the different operating modes.

Finally, Table 6 sums up drying time to get 20% moisture levels (wb), for the most relevant modes and types used in this research work.

Table 6. Drying time (h).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Wastes</th>
<th>OP</th>
<th>OMW</th>
<th>SLG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active ($q_1$)</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>OMW</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>SLG</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all cases, the use of a mechanical element to contribute to forced convection (for optimum flow), along with the use of an auxiliary energy system, implied the consecution of shorter drying times. The shorter drying times were obtained for OP waste. Drying times for SLG were acceptable and similar to those obtained with other materials in solar dryers. The highest reduction in drying time (from passive mode to active mode) was observed in OMW samples, being a relevant aspect.
due to the fact that this is considered the most problematic waste in olive oil industry from an environmental point of view.

4. Conclusions

The most relevant findings in the present work were the following:

There was a great influence of solar radiation and air mass flow on exhaust air temperature and collector efficiency. Moreover, there was a limit flow value from which dryer efficiency was not improved.

The longest drying times were obtained in passive mode, being reduced from active mode between 30% and 80%.

Concerning product temperature, the highest values were obtained in hybrid mode, pointing out the importance of using an auxiliary energy source during low solar radiation periods or nighttime.

The increase in air temperature, as well as its relative humidity reduction, caused considerable reductions in drying times, between 20% and 40%, providing suitable values for solar drying use.

The results obtained for OP and OMW wastes, in mixed type, were promising for their solar drying use.

In the case of SLG waste, good drying times were obtained. However, its lower efficiency levels recommend, due to its physical characteristics, the use of turners in order to improve the process and heat transfer and, subsequently, increase solar drying efficiency.

Therefore, this research work shows an alternative to OMW removal-use (a highly pollutant waste). The study that has been carried out enables further knowledge about drying kinetics of olive oil wastes and the results could be extrapolated to a bigger plant, even for other wastes with similar characteristics. For future studies, environmental and economic aspects related to solar drying will be pointed out, as well as some details concerning its implementation on a large scale.
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Glossary

\begin{align*}
A_c & \quad \text{Area of the collector (m}^2) \\
BD & \quad \text{Bulk density (kg/m}^3 \text{ wb)} \\
db & \quad \text{Dry basis} \\
FC & \quad \text{Fixed carbon (% db)} \\
I_t & \quad \text{Solar radiation at time } t \text{ (kJ/m}^2) \\
HHV & \quad \text{High heating value (MJ/kg db)} \\
L & \quad \text{Latent heat of vaporization (kJ/kg)} \\
LHV & \quad \text{Low heating value (MJ/kg db)} \\
lt & \quad \text{Lower tray} \\
M & \quad \text{Moisture (%)} \\
M_0 & \quad \text{Initial moisture (%)} \\
M_t & \quad \text{Moisture at time } t \text{ (%)} \\
m_c & \quad \text{Mass of the fuel (kg)} \\
m_d & \quad \text{Dry mass (kg)} \\
m_w & \quad \text{Wet mass (kg)} \\
MR & \quad \text{Moisture ratio} \\
E_a & \quad \text{Energy from auxiliary power system (kJ)} \\
E_f & \quad \text{Energy from fan (kJ)} \\
q_1, q_2 & \quad \text{Air mass flow (kg/s)} \\
T & \quad \text{Temperature (°C)} \\
T & \quad \text{Time (h)} \\
VM & \quad \text{Volatile matter (% db)} \\
W_0 & \quad \text{Mass of the product at initial time (kg)} \\
W_t & \quad \text{Mass of the product at time } t \text{ (kg)} \\
wb & \quad \text{Wet basis} \\
AM_h & \quad \text{Hybrid active mode} \\
AM_i & \quad \text{Indirect active mode} \\
AM_m & \quad \text{Mixed active mode} \\
PM_h & \quad \text{Hybrid passive mode} \\
PM_i & \quad \text{Indirect passive mode} \\
PM_m & \quad \text{Mixed passive mode} \\
OP & \quad \text{Olive pomace} \\
OMW & \quad \text{Olive mill wastewater} \end{align*}
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